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·1

·2· · · · · · CHAIRPERSON PRESSLEY: This meeting is called to

·3· order. At this time we will begin our meeting with an

·4· invocation.

·5· · · · ·CHAPLAIN: Let us pray. I want to thank you for this

·6· opportunity. Father Our board of commissioner have an

·7· agenda, I just pray oh God that your presence will permeate

·8· each one of those items and that your will will be done. I

·9· pray for every commissioner that is here continue to bless

10· them. Father we pray for out police chief that you would

11· bless him. I pray that you would bless our mayor and his

12· staff. I pray, oh God, that you would bless the city of

13· Detroit. I pray for our city council and their staff, oh

14· God. Continue to hover over the city and bring the safety

15· to it and continue to make it the great city that we know

16· it is. We thank you for this opportunity to serve and we

17· pray that that will just permeate today through the things

18· that is on the agenda. You'll be with us and guide us in

19· Jesus name, pray. Amen.

20· · · ·CHAIRPERSON PRESSLEY: Thank you so very much for the

21· invocation. At this time, we'll have the introduction of

22· Commissioners by Secretary Shah.

23· · · ·MS. SHAH: Chairperson Pressley — Here.

24· · · ·MS. SHAH: Vice-Chair Jim Holley — Here.

25· · · ·MS. SHAH: Commissioner Annie Holt indicated that she



·1· will be late but will be arriving.

·2· · · ·MS. SHAH: Commissioner Linda Bernard — Present and

·3· welcome.

·4· · · ·MS. SHAH: Commissioner Ricardo Moore —

·5· · · ·MS. SHAH: Commissioner Bryan Ferguson submitted an

·6· excused absence.

·7· · · ·MS. SHAH: Commissioner Cedric Banks — Present.

·8· · · ·MS. SHAH: Commissioner Lisa Carter submitted an

·9· excused absence.

10· · · ·MS. SHAH: Commissioner Willie Bell —

11· · · ·MS. SHAH: Commissioner Willie Burton — Commissioner

12· Willie Burton [Audio Distortion].

13· · · ·MS. SHAH: Commissioner Jesus Hernandez —

14· · · ·CHAIRPERSON PRESSLEY: Thank you. It should be made on

15· record that the quorum is present. At this time, we'll move

16· to the approval of July 13th, 2023 agenda. Properly moved

17· and· second.· Is· there· any· discussion?· Is· there· any

18· objection? Hearing no objection, the approval of the agenda

19· will be as stated. Next, we'll have the approval of the

20· minutes for July 6th, 2023. The chair would like to

21· entertain a motion to accept these minutes. It's properly

22· moved and seconded. Is there any discussion? Any objection?

23· Hearing no objection, the minutes will be approved as

24· stated. Next, we'll have the introduction of BOPC staff as

25· well as Chief, elected official, representative, and



·1· community leaders by our secretary.

·2· · · ·MS. SHAH: For BOPC staff, we have Chief Investigator

·3· Jerome Warfield. We have Mr. Robert Brown, Ms. Jonya

·4· Underwood, Ms. Candace Hayes. On Zoom we have DPD HR

·5· Director Katrina Patillo. Don Handyside is our court

·6· reporter. We have Media Services providing video and

·7· Sergeant Alan Quinn providing audio. For the Chief, we have

·8· sitting in Deputy Chief Bliss. For elected officials and

·9· representatives, we have Ms. Fredia Butler, Community

10· Relations President for Second Precinct, District 4 CAC

11· member Scotty Boman, Former Commissioner William Davis, Ms.

12· Marie Overall from State Representative Tyrone Carter's

13· office, Mr. Ron Thomas, VP of DPOA, Ms. Ladon Davis City

14· Council member Fred Durhal Second office. We also have

15· Alvin Stokes, president of the 10th Precinct and statewide,

16· and Peggy Raglin, Finance Director of the 10th Precinct

17· Community Relations Organization.

18· · · ·CHAIRPERSON PRESSLEY: Thank you. Again, welcome all of

19· our community residents, our representatives, to this

20· community meeting. It is our hope and desire that what is

21· done today will be productive in our work of oversight of

22· police misconduct. With that being said, next on the agenda

23· is the ceremonial installation of officers. We are so happy

24· to have the honorable Justice of the 36th District Court,

25· Chief William McConico, who is here to institute our



·1· swearing in. Welcome at this time.

·2· · · ·MR.· MCCONICO:· Good· evening,· everyone.· I'm· Bill

·3· McConico. I have the honor to being the Chief judge of 36th

·4· District Court, and it is a great honor to install the

·5· Chair and Vice-Chair today. Before I begin, I'd like to

·6· bring greetings on behalf of the 29 judges of the 36th

·7· District Court. This is a great honor to administer this

·8· oath. I'd like to thank the media for coming out to watch

·9· this oath. This is a very auspicious occasion. I want to

10· thank them for coming. As a point of personal privilege, I

11· have known these two gentlemen, I've known Reverend Holley

12· my entire life. Goes back with my family as well as my late

13· pastor, Dr. Odell Jones. I've known Chair QuanTez Pressley

14· since his days at Morehouse College, my alma mater.

15· · · ·MR. MCCONICO: So it's a very proud moment that I can

16· swear to these gentlemen. At this time, we're going to

17· start with Vice-Chairperson. That would be Reverend Holley.

18· Please, I'm going to say I and state your name, I do

19· solemnly· swear· or· affirm· that· I· will· support· the

20· Constitution of the United States and the constitution and

21· laws of the state of Michigan and the charter of the City

22· of Detroit. And that I faithfully and impartially form and

23· discharge the duties of the office as Vice-Chairperson of

24· the Detroit Board of Police Commissioners according to the

25· law and the best of my ability. Congratulations, sir. I



·1· state your name, solemnly swear, or affirm, that I will

·2· support the Constitution of the United States and the

·3· Constitution and the laws of the state of Michigan and the

·4· charter of the City of Detroit. And that I will faithfully

·5· and impartially perform and discharge the duties of the

·6· office as Chairperson of the Detroit Board of Police

·7· Commissioners according to the law and the best of my

·8· ability. Congratulations.

·9· · · ·CHAIRPERSON PRESSLEY: Well, first, let me express my

10· immense gratitude, justice Bill McConico who has served as

11· mentor and a big brother of mine for over 15 years. It is a

12· special moment for me because this opportunity opens up a

13· window of reflection, that responsibility that we have on

14· this Board is something I believe that Detroit has uniquely

15· prepared me for. When I sit here, I can't help but to

16· reflect my first duty as a civic participant being nearly

17· 20 years ago to the year of when I was elected as the

18· President of the Citywide Student Council of the Detroit

19· Public School District. As a result, I was the first

20· student ever appointed to serve on Detroit Board of

21· Education at the age of 17 years old. Knowing what Detroit

22· has given to me, it is an honor to serve in giving back to

23· Detroit.

24· · · ·CHAIRPERSON PRESSLEY: Now, I must be honest, there are

25· some leadership opportunities that are sought and others



·1· that seek you. I would suggest that this is the latter for

·2· me. My colleagues would know that I have accepted this role

·3· reluctantly recognizing the challenges that lie ahead. But

·4· because of those challenges and the unique skills that this

·5· city has provided me, I approach this assignment with great

·6· humility, with great soberness and with great focus. So if

·7· you will allow me just briefly first to thank my Vice-

·8· Chair, the Vice-Chair Holley, who was my Chair when I

·9· became a member of this Board just a year ago and set for

10· me a wonderful example on how to lead this august body.

11· Then I must thank my family, which are my parents and my

12· wife Aisha, for their unconditional support for me in every

13· endeavor in life. Then you can see that there's a few more

14· people at this meeting than normal because my church family

15· is here and I'm so grateful for the members of Third New

16· Hope who are here to remind me that I am never alone.

17· · · ·CHAIRPERSON· PRESSLEY:· For· that,· I'm· immensely

18· grateful. To my colleagues, we have a work to do. This

19· community is relying upon us to reestablish a sense of

20· credibility and integrity, and it is my best focus to

21· ensure that we can do just that. Now, in closing, I'll say

22· this, I am a man of faith that I don't consider myself a

23· miracle worker. I'm not here to move mountains or believe

24· that things are going to change overnight. But what it does

25· suggest is that with unrelenting persistence, I would do my



·1· very best to serve the citizens. Thank you very much. With

·2· that, now moved to—excuse me. If there's anyone who can put

·3· some additional chairs for those might need some seats.

·4· Thank you. Thank you. At this point we have the Board of

·5· Police Commission's officer's report and I'll begin with

·6· the report this way. We as the Board are well aware of the

·7· reports that has been made regarding Mr. Ferguson and we

·8· have also accepted Mr. Ferguson's resignation.

·9· · · ·CHAIRPERSON· PRESSLEY:· We· do· so· agree· with· his

10· sentiments that this Board does not need to be distracted

11· from· handling· our· role,· which· is· overseeing· police

12· misconduct. So with that, we hope to demonstrate our focus

13· on the business of this Board by doing just that. So today

14· we have a public hearing to get the community's feedback on

15· the gunshot detection system policy and the officer-

16· involved shooting investigations policy. Members of the

17· public will have two minutes to provide your comments on

18· these· policies.· We· will· also· have· general· oral

19· communication during which you'll have two minutes to talk

20· or whatever you like. So just to be clear, there will be a

21· public comment section directly about these items we're

22· talking about with public hearing, the gunshot detection

23· system,· as· well· as· the· officer· involved· shooting

24· investigation policy.

25· · · ·CHAIRPERSON PRESSLEY: Then there will be another



·1· setting of public comment where you can make the general

·2· comments that you may have been propelled to come here to

·3· say. After that, commissioners, when I come around to you

·4· for questions or comments, I'm asking that you do your very

·5· best to limit yourself to two minutes as well. For the

·6· public in the room, if you want to give public comment on

·7· the policies, please fill out a card with your, your name

·8· and write which policy you're speaking. Excuse me, write

·9· policies from the top of the card. If you want to sign up

10· with general communications, fill out the card and write

11· general at the top. So again, if you want to talk in the

12· public hearing, write policies at the top if you want to

13· speak generally for public comments, write general at the

14· top and give your cards to Mr. Brown right here with his

15· hand up. With that I now turn over to Commissioner Bernard

16· who has a community recognition for the Smith Sisters.

17· · · ·COMMISSIONER: Mr. Chairman.

18· · · ·CHAIRPERSON PRESSLEY: Yes.

19· · · ·COMMISSIONER:· I· think· it's· proper· to· accept

20· resignation.

21· · · ·CHAIRPERSON PRESSLEY: The Chair will entertain a

22· motion to accept Ferguson's resignation.

23· · · ·COMMISSIONER: Move.

24· · · ·CHAIRPERSON PRESSLEY: Is there a second? It's been

25· properly moved and seconded. Is there any discussion?



·1· Hearing no discussion, all those in favor of accepting Mr.

·2· Ferguson's· resignation· for· the· Board· of· Police

·3· Commissioners immediately please signify by saying aye. All

·4· those opposed. That motion carries. Now to Commissioner

·5· Bernard for the resolution.

·6· · · ·COMMISSIONER· BERNARD:· Good· evening· ladies· and

·7· gentlemen. This is a unique resolution, one that I frankly

·8· have never seen because it honors two sisters jointly. I

·9· believe they're twins because of their name. This is a

10· resolution honoring Zyronica Smith and Zymelia Smith. So

11· that is really cool to me anyway, and it reads as follows.

12· Whereas Zyronica Smith and Zymelia Smith, our native

13· Detroiters, with a strong commitment to family, neighbors,

14· and community. Their parents instilled in them and their

15· siblings· a· sense· of· both· uniqueness· through· their

16· distinctive names and selflessness through their values for

17· neighborhood pride and community service. Zyronica and

18· Zymelia regularly volunteer together as a dynamic duo and

19· have led or participated in organizations, causes the line

20· with the mission of the Board of Police Commissioners. Is

21· the dedicated members of the Webster Association.

22· · · ·COMMISSIONER BERNARD: For decades, these sisters have

23· worked on numerous museum and beautification projects with

24· Block Clubs, Motor City Makeover, Arise Detroit, and other

25· groups. Whereas past and present, these commissioners have



·1· known the Smith sisters through their participation in the

·2· Detroit Citizens Police Academy and its alumni association,

·3· and especially through their contributions in the 10th

·4· precinct. The Smith family has lived for over 60 years.

·5· Zyronica and Zymelia have been steadfast support the 10th

·6· Precinct· and· its· police· community· religious· council

·7· donating time, money and other resources to national light

·8· out following Truck or Treat, officer recognitions and

·9· other special activities. With both retired, this dynamic

10· duo continues to exemplify civic leadership and inspire the

11· next generation of leaders to include carrying on the

12· family tradition for community service now again the

13· Webster Association.

14· · · ·COMMISSIONER BERNARD: Now therefore be it resolved

15· that the Detroit Board of Police Commissioners speaking on

16· behalf of the residents of Detroit and the Detroit Police

17· Department, salute and sincerely thanks Zyronica Smith and

18· Zymelia Smith for their participation and contributions to

19· improve the police, community relations, public safety, and

20· the quality of life in the city of Detroit. Signed by the

21· Board of Police Commissioners. Are they here?

22· · · ·CHAIRPERSON PRESSLEY: Before they come, can the Chair

23· entertain a motion [Audio Distortion].

24· · · ·CHAIRPERSON HOLLEY: So move.

25· · · ·CHAIRPERSON PRESSLEY: Properly moved and seconded. Any



·1· discussion? No discussion. All those in favor please

·2· signify· by· saying· aye.· Aye.· All· those· opposed.

·3· Congratulations. You may come too so they can see you.

·4· You're an honor. Excellent. It is our desire that each of

·5· our community meetings that we have once every month, that

·6· we will honor those in the community who are doing amazing

·7· work for the public, police misconduct and oversight. So we

·8· again, thank these two women for the stellar example that

·9· they have set for us today. With that, one last thing with

10· the community meeting for Tuesday. One, next week as Chair,

11· I plan to announce the structured committee assignments. So

12· if there are any commissioners who has a particular

13· preference on which committee you would like to serve I ask

14· that you would send me an email prior to next week's

15· meeting. Also, conversations happen before regarding the

16· Board of Police Commissioners securing its independent

17· attorney. So to that conversation if there are any

18· commissioners· who· has· any· insight· on· particular

19· recommendations that they might make of those who might

20· approve that position, I also ask that you would share that

21· [Audio Distortion]. Thank you.

22· · · ·COMMISSIONER BANKS: Mr. Chairman.

23· · · ·CHAIRPERSON PRESSLEY: Yes.

24· · · ·COMMISSIONER BANKS: Can I ask a question?

25· · · ·CHAIRPERSON PRESSLEY: Yes, you can.



·1· · · ·COMMISSIONER BANKS: What if you want to stay on your

·2· same committee?

·3· · · ·CHAIRPERSON PRESSLEY: You communicate that as well.

·4· You can communicate that as well. If you'd like to stay on

·5· your committee, you can email me saying that you would like

·6· to stay on—

·7· · · ·COMMISSIONER BANKS: Okay. Got you.

·8· · · ·CHAIRPERSON· PRESSLEY:· Thank· you.· Any· further

·9· questions? Hearing none, we can now move on to our

10· community impact report again given to us by Secretary

11· Shah.

12· · · ·MS. SHAH: Thank you, Mr. Chair. You're welcome

13· commissioners and public guests. Our community impact

14· report today, we will have a public hearing on directive

15· 308.6· gunshot· detection· system· and· directive· 205.11

16· officer-involved shooting investigations. Our presentation

17· today is from the Board staff, and I'll be presenting this

18· information.

19· · · ·CHAIRPERSON· ·PRESSLEY:· ·10· ·minutes· ·for· ·your

20· presentation.

21· · · ·MS. SHAH: Thank you, Mr. Chair. Just as background,

22· for background on these policies for gunshot detection

23· system, this is a technology that detects outdoor audible

24· gunfire within a particular coverage area using acoustic

25· sensors capable of pinpointing the accurate location of a



·1· gunfire event. DPD transmitted this revised directive to

·2· the BOPC on October 25th last year and DPD is currently

·3· operating under the revised policy as transmitted in

·4· October. For the officer-involved shooting investigations

·5· policy.· ·This· ·policy· ·is· ·intended· ·to· ·establish

·6· responsibilities and duties concerning the investigation of

·7· officer involved shootings and other types of deadly force

·8· incidents, as well as other critical incidents based on the

·9· totality of the circumstances. DPD transmitted this new

10· directive to BOPC on October 6th of last year.

11· · · ·MS. SHAH: DPD is currently operating under special

12· order. For both of these policies, the staff did conduct

13· research, obtain public feedback, and updated the Policy

14· Committee meeting through throughout October and November

15· of last year. Due to leadership changes late last year and

16· early 2023, progress to obtain BOPC's approval on both of

17· these policies were halted. So now we are here today to

18· solicit public and commissioner feedback and proposing

19· edits. Next slide. What I'll do is review the key points of

20· recommended edits from BOPC staff's analysis and allow for

21· feedback from the public and the commissioners. For the

22· first policy gunshot detection system. One recommendation

23· is to replace ShotSpotter throughout the policy with either

24· gunshot detection system or sound thinking, which is the

25· new brand name of that system as appropriate.



·1· · · ·MS. SHAH: Under the civil Liberty protection section,

·2· we have a recommendation to require that the gunshot

·3· detection technology be used in a manner consistent with

·4· applicable federal, state, and city laws, prohibit the use

·5· of the technology as an unlawful pretext for stopping

·6· individuals based on their personal characteristics or mere

·7· presence· in· the· area,· prohibit· use· for· immigration

·8· enforcement as well as for covertly listening to any sound

·9· that is not gunfire. In addition, there's recommendation

10· for language to prohibit the procurement of any gunshot

11· detection system that uses biometric technologies. Under

12· procedure, there's a recommendation to exclude private

13· residents, private buildings and constitutional curtilage

14· surrounding those properties when officers are canvassing

15· in response to gunshot detection.

16· · · ·MS. SHAH: Then under the training section, there's a

17· recommendation· to· add· some· language· around· training

18· requirements· around· the· data· security· policies· and

19· procedure, authorized and prohibited use of the technology

20· as well as consequences for egregious conduct. In addition,

21· there's recommendations to adjust the language around

22· reporting. So currently commissioners, you receive a weekly

23· report, which is not particularly insightful at this time.

24· You have a copy of that in your front pocket of your

25· packets as well, just as an example. So the recommendation



·1· is to not have that report coming weekly, but to go to

·2· quarterly, which is actually in the policy right now. But

·3· then also adding that we would look for data elements that

·4· that allow BOPC staff to analyze the data for frequency,

·5· hotspots for gunshot detection, effectiveness of the

·6· technology and potential despair outcomes.

·7· · · ·MS. SHAH: In addition, we recommend language that

·8· indicates DPD will conduct an internal audit mechanism to

·9· mitigate risk, harm, or bias, and also that DPD will make

10· gunshot detection system data available to the public at

11· the request of the Board. These are the recommendations for

12· the gunshot protection system coming out of the BOPC staff

13· review. Moving on to the next slide. Officer involved

14· shooting investigations. The first recommendation is under

15· the administrative procedures, where right now officers are

16· required to report to police medical if they're involved in

17· an officer-involved shooting incident and they're required

18· to report there the next day. Right now, the policy

19· indicates that a direct supervisor can advise an officer

20· that they don't need to go to police medical, and our

21· recommendation is that that direction would need to come

22· from a Deputy Chief or higher-ranking member rather than a

23· direct supervisor just to ensure that that's appropriately

24· advised.

25· · · ·MS. SHAH: The most significant recommendation for this



·1· particular policy is around the reporting. At this time,

·2· the policy does not have a section addressing reporting to

·3· the Board of police Commissioners. So this is the reporting

·4· that the staff is recommending to add for critical

·5· incidents. The first is to require notification and control

·6· to notify BOPC within four hours of a critical incident,

·7· which is consistent with the current practice. The Board

·8· generally does not wait more than four hours to get a

·9· notification of a critical incident. In addition, the

10· recommendation is to require that the Chief police holds a

11· critical incident debrief with the Board, which happens

12· today as well as designated staff. But putting a timeframe

13· around this within three days of the incident so that the

14· Board has information upfront and can address any questions

15· that's coming to the Board from the community.

16· · · ·MS. SHAH: In addition, an agreement that the Chief

17· would host updated debriefs at the request of the Board

18· throughout the investigation, as we know that additional

19· information becomes available throughout an investigation.

20· The next recommendation is to require the release of all

21· video and audio footage within five days of a critical

22· incident unless the release of that footage is prohibited

23· by city, state, or federal law. If it is prohibited that

24· the department provide a memorandum to the Board indicating

25· which footage is being withheld and citing the applicable



·1· law. The last recommendation here is to require a quarterly

·2· reporting to the Board of all critical incidents for a

·3· rolling three-year period, including data elements that

·4· will allow BOPC staff to track resolution and analyze for

·5· trends. Those are the recommendations from the BOPC staff

·6· regarding· the· officer-involved· shooting· investigation

·7· policy.

·8· · · ·MS. SHAH: For next steps, what'll happen today is that

·9· we'll· hear· feedback· from· the· public· as· well· as

10· commissioners and BOPC staff will document that and we'll

11· make adjustments to the recommended edits in consideration

12· of the feedback that's received today. In addition to the

13· feedback today, you can also call the board office at (313)

14· 596-1830 and provide your feedback. You can also email BOPC

15· detroitmi.gov With any feedback regarding the policies.

16· BOPC staff will meet with DPD policy division to negotiate

17· language, and then once complete BOPC staff will present

18· the following to the Policy Committee and or the full Board

19· within the next two to three weeks, analysis of the

20· commissioner and public feedback, analysis of requested

21· edits, including any that remain as outstanding concerns

22· and the revised policy drafts for vote by the Board. Mr.

23· Chair, that concludes the presentation on the policies for

24· today.

25· · · ·CHAIRPERSON PRESSLEY: Thank you. I want to express my



·1· personal gratitude to the staff for the labor they put into

·2· assembling the presentation. With that, we'll now move to

·3· public comment. Again, this public comment is directly

·4· associated to these two policies. So again I ask that you

·5· would keep your comments to these policies. If you have

·6· general comments, there'll be another section in the agenda

·7· for you to speak. With that, Mr. Brown, we can start with

·8· our public comment.

·9· · · ·MR. BROWN: Mr. Chair, currently there are two speakers

10· for policy comments. Minister. Eric Blount, followed by

11· Lieutenant Mark Young.

12· · · ·CHAIRPERSON PRESSLEY: Thank you. You have two minutes.

13· · · ·MINISTER BLOUNT: Thank you. Good afternoon, Board. I

14· am Minister. Eric Blount From Sacred Heart Catholic Church

15· here· in· Detroit.· Any· surveillance· that· this· city,

16· especially this police department decides to have, would be

17· met with great criticism. Over and over again, we've seen

18· this· police· department· stumble· and· fumble· with

19· surveillance. ShotSpotter, in particular, Assistant Chief

20· Fitzgerald nearly a year ago, admitted in one of these

21· meetings that ShotSpotter can hear voices in between shots.

22· That is a detail of this system that no one has ever really

23· talked about. For officer involved shooting, why not let

24· the facts speak for themselves? Just release the video. It

25· would go a long way in creating some type of trust within



·1· the police department.

·2· · · ·MINISTER BLOUNT: I only have to remind you of the

·3· great tragedy of the killing of Porter Burks. The police

·4· department stopped that video before shots were fired. Then

·5· the narrative that we got from the police department is

·6· totally unbelievable. He was 40 to 50 feet away. He may or

·7· may not still have the knife in his hand, but all we know

·8· is that he was shot at 38 times. Bullets pierced his body

·9· 18 times. Why? The coroner's report said that none of the

10· shots were fired close range. We just want to know the

11· facts. Just stop hiding.

12· · · ·CHAIRPERSON PRESSLEY: Thank you Minister. Blount. Your

13· time has expense.

14· · · ·MINISTER BLOUNT: Wait a minute. What clock are you

15· looking at? I'm looking at this one here.

16· · · ·CHAIRPERSON PRESSLEY: I'm looking at this one here.

17· This stated two minutes and 16 seconds.

18· · · ·MINISTER BLOUNT: Okay. Well, again—

19· · · ·CHAIRPERSON PRESSLEY: Don't start—

20· · · ·MINISTER BLOUNT: Phone, but get it right. I'll try.

21· · · ·CHAIRPERSON· PRESSLEY:· Thank· you.· I· failed· to

22· acknowledge those who are on Zoom. If you would like to

23· speak in this section, all you have to do is press star

24· nine. Excuse me. All you have to do is raise your hand in

25· the zone, and if you are dial in, all you have to do is



·1· press star 9 to be able to speak according to this public

·2· comment with the policies. You may begin.

·3· · · ·MR. YOUNG: Good evening. The union, nor its members

·4· have been able to chime in on this policy. This is

·5· important because the members are the ones that suffer the

·6· risk. So policy, it should be so rigid that it does not

·7· view the totality of the circumstances. I support the

·8· gunshot residence. I think that most of my members do,

·9· supporting efforts and technology that have un afforded

10· victims' justice and victim safety and lifesaving is

11· important to me. It has great evidentiary and great

12· lifesaving value. It takes special people to rush towards

13· this gunshot detection technology. They work to make this

14· place a better place to work, play, socialize, and those

15· efforts should not be in a rigid policy. As far as officer

16· involved shootings, I haven't had the chance to view the

17· policy in this totality. That's unfair to me and my

18· members.

19· · · ·MR. YOUNG: But here's what I would say to you on this

20· note, no policy was needed for the members that go out here

21· to keep this community safe, to render lifesaving measures

22· for people that tried to take their lives. Thank you.

23· · · ·CHAIRPERSON PRESSLEY: Well, thank you. If you have the

24· opportunity to review the policy, you can still make your

25· suggestions or criticisms to email at bopc@detroit.mi.gov.



·1· · · ·MR. BROWN: Mr. Chair, online we currently have Former

·2· Commissioner William Davis, caller with the last three

·3· numbers 124 and Professor Ray Baker.

·4· · · ·CHAIRPERSON PRESSLEY: Okay. Commissioner Davis. We'll

·5· begin with you.

·6· · · ·MR. DAVIS: Okay. Good evening. I think it's important

·7· that there be a greater transparency on this Board and also

·8· a greater transparency as relates to officer involved

·9· shooting. I know this is a very thankless job sometimes

10· being a police officer. In fact, my degrees are in law

11· enforcement and criminal justice. But we need to make sure

12· that the public is keenly aware of what's going on and that

13· there is true transparency right now. Frequently people

14· question whether or not the information we hear is true, be

15· it from the Board or be it from the police department or be

16· it from the mayor's office. So we need to make sure that

17· everything is as transparent as possible. Thank you.

18· · · ·CHAIRPERSON PRESSLEY: Thank you.

19· · · ·MR. BROWN: Caller with the last three numbers 124

20· · · ·CHAIRPERSON PRESSLEY: Caller, you may begin.

21· · · ·CALLER 124: Yes. Hello? Can you hear?

22· · · ·CHAIRPERSON PRESSLEY: Yes, we can hear you. Go right

23· ahead. We can hear you. Still there, Mr. Brown?

24· · · ·MR. BROWN: Still there, sir. I'll go to Professor

25· Baker.



·1· · · ·CHAIRPERSON PRESSLEY: Professor Baker, are you there?

·2· · · ·MS. BAKER: Thank you. I'm here. My name is Professor

·3· Baker. I'm an assistant professor at the University of

·4· Cincinnati in the School of Education and Criminal Justice.

·5· I'm also a resident of District 6 in Detroit and a member

·6· of the Stop ShotSpotter Coalition in Detroit. I have some

·7· research to present to you today. One of my close

·8· colleagues at the University of Michigan Dearborn has

·9· closely reviewed ShotSpotter trial run data from years 2015

10· and 2016, as well as the early full initiation of the

11· ShotSpotter program in Detroit in 2020 now called Sound

12· Thinking. A review of this data showed that approximately

13· 15% of ShotSpotter auto initiated calls produced the

14· finding of evidence only 15%. Less than half, 7% led to any

15· person being found. Less than 2% of calls resulted in any

16· arrests. So preliminary analysis of this data shows us that

17· ShotSpotter as an algorithm, as a tool for assessing the

18· safety of people in Detroit and specifically the way that

19· it's presented to residents in Detroit is a violence

20· prevention strategy. It's ineffective in doing what it has

21· set out to accomplish.

22· · · ·MS. BAKER: In the Detroit Police Department gunshot

23· detection system policy, I want to bring your attention to

24· sections 307.8-6, as well as 307.8-3 that specifically

25· describes· how· the· use· of· the· technology· does· not



·1· specifically lead to the investigation of any potential

·2· conduct using a firearm. In order for any investigation to

·3· follow the use of a firearm that's detected by ShotSpotter

·4· technology, a separate investigation is initiated. Pointing

·5· out specifically that in this policy what is stated that

·6· the CIU is responsible on a now potentially quarterly

·7· instead of weekly basis reporting gunshot arrest.

·8· · · ·CHAIRPERSON· PRESSLEY:· Ms.· Baker,· your· time· has

·9· expense. Is the caller that was not present last time, are

10· they still there, Mr. Brown?

11· · · ·MR. BROWN: Yes.

12· · · ·CHAIRPERSON PRESSLEY: Can we try them again?

13· · · ·MR. BROWN: Caller 124.

14· · · ·CHAIRPERSON PRESSLEY: After this public comment.

15· · · ·CALLER 124: Can you hear me?

16· · · ·CHAIRPERSON PRESSLEY: Yes, we can hear you.

17· · · ·CALLER 124: Thank you. I was unmuted before and then I

18· heard you are muted.

19· · · ·CHAIRPERSON PRESSLEY: Yeah, no problem. Go right

20· ahead.

21· · · ·CALLER 124: Okay, well that is a problem because it

22· happens too much with the city government, but I agree with

23· Minister Blount. There's not enough transparency. I have

24· not heard whether there's been any kind of cost benefit

25· analysis. Perhaps I missed something, but I think that



·1· definitely needs to be done. I also think that there is

·2· just a lack of focus on our young people and the untreated

·3· trauma walking around this city that I don't think

·4· ShotSpotter is going to address. So trying to take the tech

·5· high road out is not going to solve the problems that we

·6· have. I was a former schoolteacher in a K through five

·7· school that didn't even have a playground. So I think the

·8· city has miserably failed our youth and I just don't see, I

·9· mean, hopefully ShotSpotter will help save some police

10· officers. I give them credit for putting their life on the

11· line, but yet some of them are not very responsive and I

12· really wish you would clean the house.

13· · · ·CALLER 124: We know there are bad cops out there and

14· they make it dangerous for not only the good cops but the

15· rest of us. So I disagreed with the ShotSpotter. I don't

16· think that's going to really solve the problems. Mr. Blount

17· brought up very important issues. I hope you will address

18· them. Has there been any cost benefit analysis? I think we

19· would be better spending our money tutoring the children

20· who are way behind due to the Covid shutdown and otherwise.

21· If we continue to neglect our youth, we will continue to

22· have problems. So I hope you take that seriously. It's a

23· bigger picture than just having some technology about

24· listening to where the gunshot came from. Thank you for

25· listening.



·1· · · ·CHAIRPERSON PRESSLEY: Thank you. The public comment

·2· for the policies At this time, I'll open the floor for

·3· Commissioners. Commissioner Bernard.

·4· · · ·COMMISSIONER BERNARD: The professor has to be able to

·5· submit her comment please. It's difficult to understand.

·6· That was what I [Audio DIStortion].

·7· · · ·CHAIRPERSON PRESSLEY: Great. Thank you. Professor

·8· Baker, if you are still there you've been requested to send

·9· your comments in writing and again, you can send that to

10· bopc@detroit.mi.gov. Again, that's bopc@detroit.mi.gov. We

11· would appreciate that. Again, each commissioner is given

12· two minutes to respond to these policies if you have any

13· feedback. Yes. Vice-Chair Holley.

14· · · ·CHAIRPERSON HOLLEY: Regards to video, Mr. Blount, I

15· think it's important that you know that we met with the law

16· department. The law department indicated that much of what

17· has not been viewed is done because of investigation and

18· because there is lawsuit. But therefore, much of what we

19· have not been able to assist in terms of giving the public

20· any [Audio Distortion] given now is because of that. You

21· and I met with Mark. This is basically when we came back,

22· that's what they indicated as patient in Dearborn. No, not

23· Powell [Audio Distortion].

24· · · ·CHAIRPERSON PRESSLEY: Thank you for that Vice-Chair.

25· Commissioner Hernandez, did you have something? Anyone



·1· else?

·2· · · ·CHAIRPERSON PRESSLEY: Thank you. Commissioner Bell.

·3· Commissioner Burton.

·4· · · ·COMMISSIONER BURTON: On September 8th we're at [Audio

·5· Distortion]· the· downtown· Detroit.· We· had· a· lot· of

·6· membership community came out and gave their concerns about

·7· techno racism better known as ShotSpotter technology and

·8· that our community doesn't want it. You heard from the ACLU

·9· ShotSpotter Coalition. You also heard from former deputy

10· mayor Anthony Adams. You also heard from ACLU attorney,

11· Bill Mayor, and so many prominent leaders in the city along

12· with· community· activists,· neighborhoods· associations

13· plugged in to the [Audio Distortion) September the eighth

14· and they all said that did they not want this technology.

15· So as the chair of the Policy subcommittee, we also had

16· invited ShotSpotter coalition along with ACLU to give a

17· presentation.

18· · · ·COMMISSIONER BURTON: We still have heard a lot of

19· members even coming to the Board of Police Commissions and

20· they don't want this, as far as span throughout our city. I

21· do· have· concerns· about· civil· liberties,· how· people

22· constitutional rights can file potentially violated with,

23· therefore, we must shut it down.

24· · · ·CHAIRPERSON PRESSLEY: Thank you very much for your

25· remarks, Commissioner Burton. Commissioner Bell.



·1· · · ·COMMISSIONER BELL: Yes, sir. I think that we ask him

·2· to only of dialogue [Audio Distortion] in reference to

·3· policy. They are not in the formal process, but we need to

·4· have that type of dialogue in terms of action [Audio

·5· Distortion].

·6· · · ·CHAIRPERSON· PRESSLEY:· Duly· noted.· Commissioner

·7· Bernard.

·8· · · ·COMMISSIONER· BERNARD:· My· comment· concerning· the

·9· technology would be that number one, I agree with what the

10· caller said. There should have been a cost benefit

11· analysis. I don't think that $7.5 million for microphones

12· that you put in trees is it appropriate for use for the

13· resources that we have in the city in terms of actually

14· combating crime. The Chief has said, at times, Chief White,

15· that you cannot police your way out of crime. If that's the

16· case, then why is there this emphasis and is a tremendous

17· investment in this technology? You don't have crime in

18· Detroit. The crime in Detroit doesn't exist at Bloomfield

19· Hills or Farmington Southfield in other places and that's

20· because there are more resources for the community. You

21· can't police yourself out of crime, but you can raise, as

22· Reverend Jackson says, raise every boat. If all boats rise,

23· then you don't have crime. As long as some boats are way at

24· the bottom, some are way at the top, they're continuing to

25· address those at the bottom, you're going to have crime. So



·1· I agree with what the caller said.

·2· · · ·CHAIRPERSON PRESSLEY: Thank you for that, Commissioner

·3· Bernard. Commissioner Banks.

·4· · · ·COMMISSIONER BANKS: Yes, through the Chair. I just

·5· want to send my condos to Brenda Hill's family on the loss

·6· of their loved one. Brenda Hill, I think we lost her on

·7· yesterday. She was a faithful community leader to this

·8· Board. I just send the condolence and my condolences to her

·9· family.

10· · · ·CHAIRPERSON PRESSLEY: Thank you for that. Signal

11· further comments relative to these policies. We will now

12· move on to the Chief report. So DC Bliss. Again, in this

13· new oriented agenda, you can put the chief reports together

14· with the 10th Precinct report. So we ask that you all do

15· that combined.

16· · · ·DEPUTY CHIEF BLISS: Good afternoon. So tonight we're

17· going to do the 10th Precinct report out. So I'd like to

18· introduce Commander Aric Tosqui and Captain Brandon Lewis.

19· · · ·CHAIRPERSON PRESSLEY: Thank you so very much. Go

20· ahead.

21· · · ·COMMANDER TOSQUI: Good evening, Board. Good evening,

22· Chair. My name is Aric Tosqui of the 10th Precinct. With me

23· is the Captain Lewis. Some of our NPOs are here. Back up,

24· NPO Parker and Sumter are congratulated for passing the

25· mountain bike training that they went to this week. So we



·1· have a few officers from the 10th Precinct are mountain

·2· bike training, seeing them biking through the parks in the

·3· 10th Precinct very soon. But two of them are [Audio

·4· Distortion]. Also with us is NPO Perry. I'm sorry, NPO

·5· Barbara, NPO Barry Explorers and NPO Rogers our newest NPO

·6· 10th Precinct. Grateful to have them with us today. Thank

·7· you all for being at 10th Precinct. For those unaware, the

·8· 10th Precinct is about 10 square miles, and it is

·9· encompassed in the center of the city. We are surrounded by

10· multiple police precincts, the 12th Precinct, the Second

11· Precinct, and the Fourth Precinct. All surround the 10th

12· Precinct as well as Holland Park adjacent to that.

13· · · ·COMMANDER· TOSQUI:· We're· adjacent· to· the· Third

14· Precinct. The 10th Precinct is one of two police precincts

15· that have four council districts. So that means that we are

16· responsible for police commissioners as well. That's in the

17· second district, the Sixth, Fifth and Seventh Districts. We

18· have up to the north, it's pretty much Fenkell. Over to the

19· west is pretty much Wyoming. Down to the South is pretty

20· much Warren or to East is pretty much Woodward. So that's

21· basically the gist of the 10th Precinct. A couple of the

22· initiatives that I think are important to highlight. One,

23· is that we were recipient of the Burn Criminal Justice

24· Innovation grant. We were awarded it pretty much about a

25· year and a half ago and started getting into the process.



·1· So about a year ago, we adopted a project manager, Melvin

·2· Chuney, our police officer, who's also the president of the

·3· Russell Woods in the organization.

·4· · · ·COMMANDER TOSQUI: So we've identified with this grant,

·5· five different hotspots in the 10th Precinct that gets

·6· assistance of life remodeled. They're one of the sub-

·7· recipients of the award, as well as research from Michigan

·8· State University, who's also another sub-recipient of the

·9· award. We've had two different community events related to

10· the grant where we've invited the community to come in and

11· say, you tell us where you think issues are as related to

12· community. Certainly, we can look at our data, we look at

13· the data every day, and that will tell us one story. But

14· the community story is very important to us. I know that I

15· don't know everything, but I can fill a room when people

16· do. That is the community at life. So we are looking to

17· have our third community meeting, and this is at life

18· remodeled at the old Durphy, and that's going to probably

19· be at the end of August.

20· · · ·COMMANDER TOSQUI: With that Michigan State will come

21· forth again and give us another report out. What they did

22· was they did look at the last 13 years of crime and last 13

23· years of data, and the hotspots we identified at the

24· beginning of the grant still remained in some of those

25· hotspots that we're targeting. Those are intersections, but



·1· what we're doing is that we're focusing on neighborhoods

·2· around the intersections, blocks around there, trying to

·3· build up those areas and more than just approaching it with

·4· a crime fighting. So that's one of the things that's

·5· important to highlight. Another thing that is important to

·6· highlight is we have two different coffees with a cop.

·7· These are community events where they're agenda list. The

·8· first one is on the first Tuesday of the month from nine to

·9· 10 at the congregation is on 12th Street.

10· · · ·COMMANDER TOSQUI: The second one is just started up

11· not that long ago on the third Tuesday of the month, from

12· 10 to 11 in Harmony Cafe in suites on Dexter. This is, I

13· think, a great opportunity to bring people together, have

14· them· meet· the· command· staff,· have· them· meet· the

15· neighborhood police officers, talk about whatever's on

16· their mind. One opportunity was prior to the council's vote

17· on ShotSpotter. I spoke with everybody and then answered

18· every question that they had about that. The last time that

19· we were meeting in Harmony Cafe Suites was a conversation

20· about something going on at one of the streets and pretty

21· much the entire block, I think, showed up for that, which

22· was great. Because more involvement the more information

23· that we can have, the better. I bring it up to the Board

24· because I'd like to see more people there, especially, we'd

25· like to see more young.



·1· · · ·COMMANDER TOSQUI: A lot of times we get the same thing

·2· we get at our Board meetings, right? Our community

·3· relations council, meeting president's here. You can attest

·4· that on the first Thursday of the month at 6:30, even

·5· though it's on Zoom, our participation is often with the

·6· same group of folks. I would like to see a young group of

·7· folks show up that have ideas that we haven't even thought

·8· of yet. Then we can work those ideas, especially with the

·9· fact that we have a very diverse cadre of police officers,

10· our new recruits, and the generations, right? So we have

11· one officer who's brand new in his forties, other officers

12· brand new in their twenties. So this type of rainbow of

13· officers that we have, I think mixed in with this wonderful

14· community in the Tent Precinct, certainly come up with some

15· great ideas of ways that we can transform this event. With

16· that, I'll pause. I know we have 10 minutes and I'll see if

17· there's any questions.

18· · · ·CHAIRPERSON PRESSLEY: Thank you so much for that.

19· Commissioners, any questions? Commissioner Moore.

20· · · ·COMMISSIONER MOORE: Not a question, just a comment. I

21· just want to say thank you [Audio Distortion] no was last

22· folder at the second priest. I said the same thing about

23· Chambers. Very responsive. I think you are very responsive

24· to the citizens of District Seven, and they know it. I

25· attended Block Club meeting. I remember when we were at Ms.



·1· Varder's meeting. Chair, you remember that Ms. Varder came

·2· out of that venue? That's what we're talking about,

·3· responsiveness in the community. I just want to say thank

·4· you. You too, Brad.

·5· · · ·CHAIRPERSON PRESSLEY: Commissioner Hernandez.

·6· · · ·COMMISSIONER HERNANDEZ: Thank you through the Chair.

·7· I'll just put an exclamation mark to that. No notes, no

·8· PowerPoint, you know the work, you know the community,

·9· you're acting on that work, and so appreciate everything

10· that you're doing for 10th Precinct.

11· · · ·COMMANDER TOSQUI: Thank you.

12· · · ·CHAIRPERSON· PRESSLEY:· Any· other· questions· for

13· commissioners? No, I have one. As we're trying to refocus—

14· sorry. Commissioner Banks.

15· · · ·COMMISSIONER BANKS: Go ahead, Mr. Chair.

16· · · ·CHAIRPERSON PRESSLEY: I'm going to conclude the

17· matter. Commissioner, thank you. Commissioner Banks. You're

18· here to speak now. I'm asking it's your turn to ask

19· questions. Thank you.

20· · · ·COMMISSIONER BANKS: Commander, we know ShotSpotter has

21· a 97% accuracy of locating shots where the shots are

22· coming. Right around 97. Okay. What type of conviction in

23· court, what type of indictment does ShotSpotter bring as

24· far as being indicted?

25· · · ·COMMANDER TOSQUI: I'm not a subject matter expert in



·1· the indictments. I can tell you about the daily work we do

·2· with ShotSpotter. The calls that we get, the follow-up that

·3· we do, the importance that I think it does for our

·4· investigators.· ·The· ·connections· ·that· ·happen· ·with

·5· comprehensive collection, to me, comprehensive collection

·6· is the most important part of ShotSpotter because in my

·7· experience 27 plus years, people have become desensitized

·8· to shots in Detroit. So a lot of times shots aren't called

·9· in, and if they are called in, it's not exactly pinpoint in

10· the area. So what we do in the 10th Precinct, throughout

11· the city, but I can specifically speak to the 10th Precinct

12· as we will follow up the next day. We'll go out the day,

13· canvas the area and what we're looking for is evidence the

14· shot occurred. If it's the next day using data that's

15· collected from our Detective Unit, we'll go out with metal

16· detectors and we'll look for shell casings. Our hope is

17· that we collect this comprehensive collection then we can

18· match that weapon that was used at Dexter, Elmhurst, the

19· same weapon that was used in number nine in a homicide.

20· · · ·COMMANDER TOSQUI: Then you can start putting this

21· together. So it's almost like in movies where you have the

22· bathroom, you have the string connected with him, you can

23· do a computer. So the comprehensive collection to me is the

24· number one thing that I look forward with that. The second

25· thing is the ability to get to a location fast when 911 has



·1· not been called. So sometimes shot goes off, ShotSpotter

·2· alerts us because it's in the covered area and we're able

·3· to get there before somebody calls 911. That could be

·4· homicide· that· has· just· occurred· and· allows· our

·5· investigators to get the step up on being able to get the

·6· investigation rolling. Or somebody who has been shot who

·7· requires medical attention. That allows us to get EMS there

·8· or have the officers take that individual, put them into

·9· the car and they transport them to Henry Ford Hospital.

10· Those two things to me are the things that I look for as

11· one of the reasons that I support ShotSpotter as much as I

12· do and as much as I've pushed it throughout the years. I

13· don't have the data that you're asking for to say how much

14· are we using ShotSpotter in convictions, but I'm looking

15· for it next [Audio Distortion)

16· · · ·COMMISSIONER BANKS: Okay, I've got one more, Mr.

17· Chair. Now when shots are being fired, when shots been

18· released in the atmosphere, how long do DPD, how long do it

19· take? How many minutes would it take for them to pick up

20· the shots and be at the scene at a location?

21· · · ·COMMANDER TOSQUI: I couldn't give you an average.

22· Everyone is very different. If there's a crew that's down

23· the block, it'd be a matter of seconds. If it's a crew

24· that's farther away, it could be a matter of minutes. If

25· it's a shot that goes out and the officers get to the



·1· scene, there's nobody there and it's dark and the grass is

·2· overgrown it may be very difficult to find the casings,

·3· which is why we go back the next day to recanvas and why we

·4· have metal detectors to recanvas areas like that. So each

·5· one is going to be different. The only way that I would be

·6· able to respond is by looking at each individual instance

·7· and saying, what was our response to this?

·8· · · ·COMMISSIONER BANKS: I'm all set. Mr. Chair.

·9· · · ·CHAIRPERSON PRESSLEY: Thank you, Commissioner Banks. I

10· appreciate you. My question again as the Board attempts to

11· be sensitive to the communities, a request that we focus on

12· oversight and police misconduct. I want to ask relative to

13· other precincts, what would you say the 10th Precinct is to

14· the amount of officers who have community complaints or are

15· either on suspension?

16· · · ·COMMANDER TOSQUI: I don't have the data compared to

17· the rest of the precincts. I know that we have a couple

18· officers that are under fast suspension for department,

19· non-department related issues. I know that the captain and

20· I have, I mean, zero tolerance is kind of an overused term,

21· but it is, we conduct routine inspections of body worn

22· cameras. I mean, I wear one every day. I expect my officers

23· to do it. I expect the officers to have it turned on. I

24· expect the supervisors to review the body worn cameras

25· randomly. I expect that we are looking at the car cameras



·1· regularly.· We· don't· get· all· the· citizen· complaint

·2· information that the Board gets or the OCI gets at the

·3· conclusion once the investigation is done. If somebody

·4· comes in the station policy is that any supervisor will

·5· take the complaint. If the person doesn't want to give a

·6· complaint to the supervisor, then we can give them the

·7· number to the Board. We can tell them the email due, we get

·8· them the address to go to make the complaint. So there's

·9· all these areas where in the past DPD is in the consent

10· decree time is. Not give citizens the avenue to make

11· complaints. We don't have that at all and the officers know

12· that the expectation is that they treat every individual

13· that they encounter with constitutional fairness that they

14· would've their own mother. That's the way I see it.

15· · · ·CHAIRPERSON PRESSLEY: Thank you for that. Is there

16· anything else that you would like to add DC?

17· · · ·DEPUTY CHIEF BLISS: That concludes our report, sir.

18· · · ·CHAIRPERSON PRESSLEY: Thank you so very much, and

19· before I [Audio DIstortion] Captain Lewis for amazing work

20· that he does as well. At this time we'll now move on to

21· oral communication and public comment. Again, for those who

22· have filled out comment cards with general on the top this

23· is your opportunity to speak. So at this time, Mr. Brown,

24· who do we have for public comment?

25· · · ·MR. BROWN: Good afternoon, Mr. Chair. Currently, we



·1· have 11 speakers and I'll call them by threes. Ms. Bernice

·2· Smith, followed by Lieutenant Mark Young, LSA president,

·3· and followed by Ms. Lynette Turner.

·4· · · ·MS. SMITH: Congratulations to my new Chairperson, to

·5· the neighborhood, [Audio Distortion] neighborhood. I don't

·6· know where [Audio Distortion] here at our meeting. I really

·7· appreciate all of you. Now, first of all, I would like for

·8· you—I spoke with my former Chairperson today. Did give a

·9· little mother advice to him. Very sorry about what happened

10· to him. That's Ferguson and had almost an hour discussion.

11· I let him know that God writes all wrong. All he has to do

12· is just pray and apologize and be good to his wife. He has

13· a wonderful wife. They came to my birthday party, so I got

14· a chance to meet her. She's a wonderful woman. She's a

15· beautiful woman. So I want all of you to know that he's

16· very remorseful what happened to her and believe me, he

17· knows that God is looking at. Now, for the rest of you, I

18· want you to know that you don't have to worry about job

19· that you're doing. Some things are not developing the way

20· you want. But I want you to know that being a former police

21· commissioner and on the first advisement under Coleman

22· Young, I know just about what you're going through.

23· · · ·MS. SMITH: But the police, you're doing a hell of a

24· job when you put that uniform on each day, you're risking

25· your lives for all of us here in the city of Detroit. Now,



·1· right quick, I want to tell you what happened a week ago.

·2· My son went to Chicago. I know most of you heard on the

·3· radio, on the TV what happened over there at the police and

·4· what—

·5· · · ·CHAIRPERSON PRESSLEY: 10 seconds now.

·6· · · ·MS. SMITH: Oh my gosh. Anyway, he noticed, went to a

·7· funeral over there and he noticed where the funeral was the

·8· police station was right across the street on Madison.

·9· There was migrants that were there outside of the police

10· station. What we saw and heard on TV was completely true

11· because he spoke with some of the immigrants over there. So

12· I want all of you to know—

13· · · ·CHAIRPERSON PRESSLEY: Thank you.

14· · · ·MS. SMITH: We're very proud of our police department

15· and I just want you to know—

16· · · ·CHAIRPERSON PRESSLEY: Thank you very much.

17· · · ·MS. SMITH: I'm proud of. Thank you so much dear. I

18· appreciate it.

19· · · ·MR. BROWN: Mark Young.

20· · · ·MS. SMITH: Yes.

21· · · ·CHAIRPERSON PRESSLEY: Thank you.

22· · · ·MARK YOUNG: I have some concerns, but I'm not going to

23· address my total concerns at this meeting to show you how

24· professional and how dedicated I am. But no matter what

25· situation appears, what it is I fight for due process. I



·1· ask the Board to remember that same due process for my

·2· members come before you when I fight for my colleagues.

·3· What's· needed· now· is· not· to· bash· accountability,

·4· responsibility, and guest prayer. I want to say a couple

·5· things. Shout out to my colleagues. You did a great job for

·6· the fireworks. You're doing a great job. Don't hear it

·7· enough. We appreciate it. I want to thank the Chief of

·8· Police for reporting out on the not mental and violent

·9· runs, because you know what? It showed the community what

10· we face every day, it brough into perspective with recent

11· events. If a criminal wants to be a criminal, no amount of

12· funding shifting would change them. Not going to happen.

13· But here's what I'm going to ask the Board and I'm going to

14· ask you calmly and respectfully, and I'm going to ask for

15· your response because the members that are represented, the

16· members on this department, deserve this.

17· · · ·MARK YOUNG: We work hard to earn public trust. We do.

18· We have changed the narrative of what you know. I'm asking

19· the board when you report out on CCRs to report out

20· accurately, truthfully and I want to see non sustained,

21· false justified, exonerated complaints. That is accurate,

22· that is transparent, and that is holding us accountable.

23· See, we want to fix the problem too. We really do because

24· guess what, when we get to the core of it, what we find out

25· is it might not be as big a problem as we think. It's we



·1· want know who, what, when, where, and is it justified?

·2· Because sometimes, and this society today is justified my

·3· demeanor. It is my demeanor to not have to use force. Some

·4· people don't understand.

·5· · · ·CHAIRPERSON PRESSLEY: Thank you.

·6· · · ·MR. BROWN: Ms. Lynette Turner. Mr. Chair. Your next

·7· three speakers would be Mr. Ronald Foster, followed by

·8· Minister Eric Blount, followed by Ms. Charnita Williams.

·9· Mr. Foster, Mr. Blount.

10· · · ·MINISTER BLOUNT: Good evening. For everyone who heard

11· Reverend Holley's explanation, I asked them not to accept

12· it, please. I go with the facts. We look at George Floyd's

13· murder.· The· police· report· said· he· died· of· medical

14· situations. It was a 16-year-old that recorded it by

15· herself as the only reason we know what actually happened

16· to George Floyd. The same with Tyree Nichols. It was a

17· camera mounted on a pole that revealed what really

18· happened. They really didn't say anything. Even in this

19· great state of Michigan, in the city of Warren, two weeks

20· ago, when a citizen was brutally beat down, they released

21· that video within two days. Now maybe the most glaring

22· example of what DPD can do, Hakim Littleton. When he was

23· shot and killed, that same day that video was released.

24· What did it take? It took people marching on the 12th

25· Precinct.



·1· · · ·MINISTER BLOUNT: So what do we have to do? Act a fool

·2· before we get any type of transparency. When it comes to

·3· crime,· there's· always· a· suspect· before· there's· an

·4· investigation, but the names and pictures are released, and

·5· the police have a part in it because you released the

·6· criminal records of people that are suspects. They haven't

·7· had due process yet. For ShotSpotter, again, gun recovery.

·8· The last report, which was months ago, only showed 42 guns

·9· recovered out of 18 alarms. Is it really worth it for

10· facial recognition when you released that, what happened?

11· Misidentification of people happened, and you knew it was

12· going to happen because everyone understood the technology

13· as misidentifying people of color.

14· · · ·CHAIRPERSON PRESSLEY: Thank you.

15· · · ·MS. SMITH: Ms. Williams.

16· · · ·MS. WILLIAMS: Hi, my name is Charnita Williams. Last

17· week at the headquarters someone broke into my car. This is

18· the second week in a row. I asked myself, who will have

19· nerves to break into my car at the headquarters of the

20· Detroit Police Department? So I made a report. This is my

21· second report. Went to the Third Precinct to file to make

22· the report. At the Third Precinct, somebody broke back into

23· my car. So the issue is like I complained before police

24· officers are following me in their civilian cars. I made

25· that report two weeks ago. So I cannot say every officer is



·1· up in there. A lot of officers do respect their badges, but

·2· at this point in time, I have the issue. Take an oath and

·3· disrespect that badge. Thank you very much.

·4· · · ·CHAIRPERSON PRESSLEY: Thank you.

·5· · · ·MR. BROWN: Mr. Chair, your next set of speaking would

·6· be Black Jesus, followed by Mr. Carl Roberts, followed by

·7· Mr. Gregory Love. Black Jesus.

·8· · · ·CHAIRPERSON PRESSLEY: Two minutes [Audio Distortion)

·9· · · ·BLACK· JESUS:· [Audio· Distortion)· three· seconds.

10· Commissioner Willie Bell. Listen to him. You all listen to

11· this. [Audio Distortion) you went away, why is he still

12· here for a commissioner who [Audio Distortion) like this.

13· He was disrespecting that little girl [Audio Distortion)

14· standing in your way. Now your bravery [Audio Distortion)

15· and he resigned. The truth. [Audio Distortion). I sent you

16· emails,· sat· in· front· of· this· whole· commission.

17· Commissioners, you never said anything about none of these,

18· Melanie White never gave you the emails and I know [Audio

19· Distortion) everything. Lawrence Akbar [Audio Distortion).

20· ·I told her to check credit card payments over at the OCI

21· and [Audio Distortion).

22· · · ·CHAIRPERSON PRESSLEY: I please ask that the community

23· and the commenters speak through the Chair. Thank you very

24· much.

25· · · ·BLACK JESUS: Now I’ve got 12 more seconds.



·1· · · ·CHAIRPERSON PRESSLEY: I'll give you 15 more seconds,

·2· sir. Please address the Chair. Please address the Chair.

·3· Brother Bernice, help me. Help me, Brother Bernice. Thank

·4· you. Please. You have 10 more seconds.

·5· · · ·BLACK JESUS: Can I get those whole 13 seconds when you

·6· started talking.

·7· · · ·CHAIRPERSON PRESSLEY: You have seven more seconds.

·8· · · ·BLACK JESUS: I got seven more seconds.

·9· · · ·CHAIRPERSON PRESSLEY: Yes sir.

10· · · ·BLACK JESUS: QuanTez Pressley [Audio Distortion)

11· that's your job. What's your question [Audio Distortion).

12· · · ·CHAIRPERSON PRESSLEY: I'm telling you that your time

13· is expended. Thank you.

14· · · ·MR. BROWN: Mr. Chair, your next speaker would be

15· Gregory Love.

16· · · ·CHAIRPERSON PRESSLEY: Mother Bernice. I'm asking you.

17· But unfortunately, you are placing yourself in that very

18· same room. Thank you. Thank you. Next commenter, please.

19· · · ·MR. BROWN: Caller with the last three numbers 124.

20· Caller with the last three numbers 124.

21· · · ·CALLER 124: Yes. Hello. Can you hear me?

22· · · ·CHAIRPERSON PRESSLEY: Yes, we can hear you. Go ahead.

23· · · ·CALLER 124: Yeah. Mr. Gregory Love, I've been writing

24· to you. I haven't heard back from you. Would you please

25· respond. I'm a D five resident. Now regarding body cam



·1· videos. I was bully, slammed to the ground by a police

·2· officer. I kept asking, you got your video on, you got your

·3· video on. He is like, oh yeah, we want the video. Believe

·4· me, we want the video. Then guess what? There was no video.

·5· Then the prosecutor didn't produce the report that was

·6· required to have been made about why the officer did not

·7· have his video. So again, I know there's some officers who

·8· want to do the right thing, but unfortunately, we have some

·9· very funny business going on here. It's also regarding

10· cameras, what's going on at the Detroit Detention Center.

11· It was only member Linda Carter, who expressed concern

12· about the abuse I suffered when I was put in a solitary

13· cell with a camera in it, forcibly stripped when I had a

14· bloody ankle.

15· · · ·CALLER 124: I have good reason to believe that strip

16· video is being passed around. I've mentioned this before,

17· but it appears there's been no investigation, no concern. I

18· spoke with somebody else who's helped people escape sex

19· trafficking, and she said she's heard similar stories. Now,

20· if anybody knows the history of the Michigan Department of

21· Corrections, who's helping run the Detroit Detention

22· Center, they got sued in a class action lawsuit because

23· guards were systematically raping, groping, and buoying

24· female inmates. So in terms of cameras, you need to take

25· those cameras at the detention center seriously too and



·1· figure out what is going on, who has access, and whether

·2· they're being handed around. Because I had an officer say

·3· to me in a real creepy voice after he was giving me a hard

·4· time downtown, he goes, I saw the video. Then nobody, not

·5· even my—

·6· · · ·MR. BROWN: Mr. Love.

·7· · · ·CHAIRPERSON PRESSLEY: For the last caller, I do want

·8· to note that OCI did take note of your comments. I'm sure

·9· they'll be following up. Thank you.

10· · · ·MR. BROWN: Mr. Love.

11· · · ·CHAIRPERSON PRESSLEY: Mr. Love are you there? Mr.

12· Love, going once, going twice. Mr. Brown, our next speaker.

13· · · ·MR. BROWN: Former Commissioner William Davis, followed

14· by Antoinette,

15· · · ·CHAIRPERSON PRESSLEY: Former Commissioner Davis. Go

16· right ahead.

17· · · ·MR. DAVIS: Hello again. I'd like to reemphasize the

18· need for greater transparency. I am hoping that perhaps

19· things get better because I've been disappointed with the

20· last few Chair people. I think it is very, very wrong on a

21· number of levels to have the Chair and the Vice-Chair both

22· be appointees. There's no such thing as At-Large. We have

23· appointees and it looks like the mayor is going to end up

24· getting another appointee. So that's problematic to the

25· community. That's problematic to me. Actually, I think it's



·1· probably at least two other people on this Board that

·2· should resign also. But we need to. I'm hoping that things

·3· improve. I'm hoping that there's greater transparency, and

·4· I'm hoping that the community could learn to respect you if

·5· you start doing your job a little bit better than what's

·6· been going on the last few years. I think it has been, and

·7· it was problematic about having employees work out of class

·8· for an extended period of time when they weren’t supposed

·9· to. I think it's been problematic about people looking out

10· for their friends. This is supposed to be civilian

11· oversight for the police department. But if you all doing

12· wrong there, if you have people doing wrong, then something

13· needs to be done about that too. Thank you.

14· · · ·CHAIRPERSON PRESSLEY: Thank you.

15· · · ·MR. BROWN: Ms. Jeanette.

16· · · ·CHAIRPERSON PRESSLEY: Ms. Jeanette.

17· · · ·MS. JEANETTE: Yes. Can you hear me?

18· · · ·CHAIRPERSON PRESSLEY: Yes, we can hear you.

19· · · ·MS. JEANETTE: Okay. I've learned a lot about the

20· police department since dealing with the death of my

21· daughter, Kaniesha Coleman, case number 201112. What I've

22· learned is that you guys have the same code that we have

23· out in the streets. No snitching. There are some good cops.

24· I'm not going to doubt that. But at the same time,

25· everybody job on the line. So if one cop messes up and the



·1· other cop cover for him, how are we supposed to get

·2· anything done? How are we supposed to solve cases if one

·3· cop is copied for the other cop? We got to stop this mess.

·4· I would like for the Michigan State Police to come in

·5· immediately. Immediately. I have met with the Chief of

·6· police. He said that he was put in a call, but at this

·7· point, I'm so distrustful of the police. I don't believe

·8· even the Chief has done his job.

·9· · · ·MS. JEANETTE: Okay. My daughter deserves justice. She

10· did not commit suicide. You guys never showed me any proof

11· that she did. The only thing that you showed me is that

12· you're plan on her mental illness. Mental illness does not

13· equal suicide. There was a murder at 15545 Fielding Street,

14· Detroit, Michigan. Why was that home never searched? Why?

15· I've seen cameras get search warrants on their property.

16· You mean someone died, was shot here, and left a victim

17· statement and you guys choose to ignore the victim

18· statement and form your own suicide narrative and run with

19· it just to protect your officers and you're supposed to be

20· oversight? No, we're going to keep fighting for her and

21· we're going to keep exposing you all for doing what you're

22· doing because it's wrong. Say her name, Kaniesha Coleman,

23· case number 201112. Say her name. Get justice for Kaniesha

24· Coleman today. Not tomorrow. Today. Thank you.

25· · · ·CHAIRPERSON PRESSLEY: Thank you.



·1· · · ·MR. BROWN: Mr. Chair, that was your last speaker.

·2· · · ·CHAIRPERSON PRESSLEY: Thank you. At this time that

·3· commences public comment, we'll now move on to our

·4· presentation from our community relations President Alvin

·5· Stokes from the 10th Precinct. Welcome, Alvin Stokes. You

·6· have 10 minutes.

·7· · · ·MR. STOKES: My name is Alvin Stokes. I'm the President

·8· of the 10th Precinct Community Relations Organization. It's

·9· an honor to be here in front of you and welcome again to

10· the 10th Precinct. Seems like the 10th precinct is the

11· start of all your new projects. Now you want the presidents

12· to give a presentation too. We're chosen as the starters,

13· but just for instance the 10th Precinct started off, and if

14· you notice back in 67, we were involved in the disturbance,

15· I like to call it in the City of Detroit. Came straight

16· through the 10th Precinct. In 68, we started what we call

17· the Citywide Citizens Police Community Relations, which was

18· at that time the oversight committee for DPD. Back then in

19· the seventies we started where every precinct had their own

20· community relations organization and Citywide was the

21· oversee of that. But the 10th Precinct has come a long way.

22· We've only had two presidents of the 10th Precinct, Manila

23· Harris, rest her soul, and myself.

24· · · ·MR. STOKES: I've been the president now close to 20

25· years, if not more. It's been an honor and a privilege to



·1· serve the citizens of the 10th Precinct. We're looking to

·2· engage all of our citizens. I reach out to a lot of them

·3· that they don't even know about us half the time. But with

·4· the help of our NPOs, they go to a lot of community

·5· relations meetings. They informed them about us. We meet

·6· the first Thursday of every month. Right now, we're on

·7· Zoom. We meet September 1st, Thursday of September, which

·8· will be the seventh. We go back to the police station and

·9· have our meeting where we can engage with the officers

10· again. That's our second time in as far as feeding the

11· officers.

12· · · ·MR. STOKES: I tell everybody, it's important to know

13· your officers at your precinct, because when you call 911

14· those are the officers in front taking the call or the

15· response to it themselves. So we have a few businesses that

16· have opened in the 10th Precinct, Linwood Fresh Market,

17· which is on Linwood and Glendale. We have VP Dale Salon,

18· which opened in the Virginia Park Shopping Center. We have

19· the Carpenter Millwrights Union, which is over there off of

20· American Drive, and then this union here, which I just went

21· from this organization that came and did a presentation at

22· our meeting about three months ago. It's very interesting

23· because they have a lot of opportunities for people. Sit

24· around and people say, we have no job. Local 1191 happened

25· and all they need is bodies. I appreciate them for allowing



·1· us to entertain this building and have it there.

·2· · · ·MR. STOKES: I was going to have a PowerPoint, but I

·3· see I've gone way beyond. But in the 10th Precinct, we're

·4· looking to focus on younger folks. I tell everybody

·5· everywhere I go, I'm not going to be here forever. I would

·6· rather pass the baton rather than take it out of my hand

·7· and have to start all over. It is hard for everybody to be

·8· on the same page, but follow our bylaws, then everything

·9· will work out. We work closely with our officers here at

10· number 10. Back before we became district, we played

11· musical chairs with our command. Don has left. He was one

12· of them. Now we've had some movement in our commander

13· office and in our captain's office, but that has not

14· stopped us, nor deterred us from working with our officers

15· hand in hand. Our NPOs are one of the five of the greatest

16· officers when it comes to community relations.

17· · · ·MR. STOKES: They're hands on. You have a meeting in

18· your organization, one or all of them are going to the

19· meeting. It shows the support that we have. We have a few

20· organizations that are looking to organize block clubs

21· within the 10th Precinct. We have one on Montgomery between

22· Dexter and LAwton. We have one near new Bethel that's

23· looking to organize over there. I tell everybody wherever I

24· go, if you are looking to organize a block club or an

25· association, I will more than happy to assist you. They've



·1· taken me up on that and I'm on the move but we need help.

·2· If· you're· not· involved· in· your· community· relations

·3· precinct, get involved. We can only do so much. One person

·4· can only do so much, but a group of us, we can make some

·5· noise. Back in the day when folks were ready to be elected,

·6· they came to number 10 because they knew number 10 was the

·7· place to be.

·8· · · ·MR. STOKES: They come to us for everything that they

·9· need. But now, hey, say why we're looking to organize, but

10· we're looking to organize. Somehow, we have to cross that

11· communication bridge, reach out to the younger ones. We

12· have to get them involved in what we are doing here. My

13· philosophy is not part of the solution, part of the

14· problem. We have to engage our young folks. When I grew up,

15· adults told us, they talked to us, told us what to do. Now

16· instead of talking at our youth, we need to talk with our

17· youth because they're the ones who's going to be our

18· future. They're the ones who's going to come up and take

19· our place. So our community organizations continue to

20· strive. I commend the Board for what you do as far as the

21· oversight. Nothing is perfect, but with the help of the

22· Lord and with the help of everybody working together on the

23· same thing, nothing is impossible. Thank you for that time.

24· If there's any questions I would be happy to respond.

25· · · ·CHAIRPERSON PRESSLEY: Well, thank you for setting the



·1· standard for these future presentations at our next

·2· meeting. You have demonstrated why this is so important

·3· because so often our voices can be muted out because of the

·4· titles that we hold. But to hear it from somebody who's on

·5· the ground doing the work, has a way of really changing the

·6· hearts and minds of people involved in their community. So

·7· we really thank you for that.

·8· · · ·MR. STOKES: For our brothers here, I like to talk

·9· about.

10· · · ·CHAIRPERSON PRESSLEY: Yes.

11· · · ·MR. STOKES: [Audio Distortion) stand up. It's because

12· of them I'm in this seat. I'm nothing without them. They're

13· my [[Audio Distortion).

14· · · ·CHAIRPERSON PRESSLEY: Are there any questions from the

15· commissioners?

16· · · ·COMMISSIONER MOORE: Comment Mr. Chair.

17· · · ·CHAIRPERSON PRESSLEY: Yes.

18· · · ·COMMISSIONER MOORE: Always teams President Stokes.

19· Because a lot of times he does it wrong. He wants to handle

20· the complaints. When he does, he takes a lot of weight off

21· of my shoulders. Those commissioners have time to [Audio

22· Distortion). So I just appreciate you. I remember when you

23· switched your meetings from the second Thursday to the

24· first Thursday so you can accommodate commissions coming

25· out. So I'll never forget to stop [Audio Distortion).



·1· · · ·CHAIRPERSON PRESSLEY: Thank you, Mr. Powell, can you

·2· assist this gentleman here in orange? I don't know what he

·3· needs, but can you assist him for me? Thank you. Any other

·4· commissioners?· Now,· once· again,· thank· you· for· the

·5· presentation. Great work. We'll now move on to our report

·6· from our board secretary, Secretary Shah.

·7· · · ·MS. SHAH: Thank you, Mr. Chair. In an effort to keep

·8· the meeting focused on the public hearing content, I'll

·9· keep· ·my· ·secretary· ·report· ·brief.· ·Your· ·incoming

10· correspondence are outlined in the agenda. I'd like to

11· bring the Board's attention to the document in the front

12· pocket of your packets that the 14 outstanding requests for

13· data reports, some other information from DP. Keep in mind

14· that these requests have been driven by questions and

15· concerns raised by commissioners and the public, and they

16· are intended to increase transparency and accountability.

17· So the Board staff will continue to follow these and follow

18· up with the department to continue to request this

19· information in order to keep the commissioners and the

20· public informed. Mr. Chair, that concludes my report.

21· · · ·CHAIRPERSON PRESSLEY: Thank you. At this time, any

22· announcements. Go Head Secretary Shah, and then I'll come

23· to you. Commissioner.

24· · · ·MS. SHAH: Through the Chair, for announcements, our

25· next meeting is Thursday, July 20th at 3:00 PM at Detroit



·1· Public Safety Headquarters. Then the next community meeting

·2· is Thursday, August 10th at 6:30 PM. The Fifth Precinct

·3· will be hosting this community meeting at Wayne County

·4· Community College Eastern Campus in the Cooper Room. The

·5· address is 5901 Conner in Detroit.

·6· · · ·CHAIRPERSON PRESSLEY: Thank you and excuse my lack of

·7· manners but let me express my gratitude and appreciate the

·8· laborers local 1191 for hosting us today. We truly

·9· appreciate your hospitality. I'm not for sure who's

10· responsible for the snacks over there, but I'm sure that

11· our audience would really enjoy your hospitality here

12· today. That let us, commissioner Banks.

13· · · ·COMMISSIONER BANKS: [Audio Distortion).

14· · · ·CHAIRPERSON PRESSLEY: We'll have to prepare for our

15· meeting next week and we'll be able to have time to discuss

16· it then. With that, the Chair entertains a motion to

17· adjourn.

18· · · ·CHAIRPERSON HOLLEY: Motion.

19· · · ·CHAIRPERSON PRESSLEY: You all want to stay here? Is

20· there a second?

21· · · ·CHAIRPERSON HOLLEY: Second.

22· · · ·CHAIRPERSON PRESSLEY: Properly moved and seconded.

23· We're in the motion here.

24· · · ·MS. SHAH: Mr. Chairman, did you ask for no business?

25· · · ·CHAIRPERSON PRESSLEY: No, I did not ask for new



·1· business. But as has been stated, there's been no point of

·2· order until we're in the middle of a motion. So is there

·3· any debate on the motion to adjourn? Hearing none. All in

·4· favor, please signify say aye.

·5· · · ·COMMISSIONER: Aye.

·6· · · ·CHAIRPERSON PRESSLEY: All those opposed. This meeting

·7· is adjourned.

·8

·9· · · · · · · ·(Meeting Adjourned at 4:28 p.m.)
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